
MATCH REPORT 
ROUND 1  14/04/2019 

Northern Lights U14 Div. 1  (4.3-27) Def By Manly (11.13-79) 
Rofe Park  

 
 
Report Content  

Saturday night was filled with broken sleep, sweat shakes and nightmares with the memories of the 2018 encounters 
with the reigning premiers. Both times last season it only took till half time for the score boards to be turned off and 
the evening up to start. But in between the sobbing in a foetal position and the screams for mercy, the knowledge of 
our hard work and never say die attitude always lingered in the back of my mind. 

Let’s start this story with the huge effort of four of our stalwarts, Stix, Damo, Andrew and Kizza all celebrated the 
massive milestone of not only 100 games for the Westbrook/Northern lights club but 100 games together. 
Congratulation to the boys, next round at MKO we will do the usual banner and recognition. 

The day didn’t start positively for this week’s skipper, ‘Luka’ losing the toss with such a wind advantage and coming 
up against the Bombers we knew any drop from intensity in the first could mean a very short day for the scorers. 
With 15 minutes of time at the opening siren we found being 12 points down with 13 ½ minutes still to go a little 
concerning but like an old ‘world war one’ diesel generator that hadn’t been kicked in the guts for a century, the 
lights started to move and realise, “it’s time to play footy”. After the initial shock, the lights put on a well-
orchestrated goal feeding it though Jack and a hook kick, but with the lights just switching on and the bombers mids 
switching on about half an hour before leaving the beaches of Manly they were able to lead us into the break 9 shots 
to 1. 

With the wind at our back and the mids starting to warm up, more supply was being fed to the forwards in the 
second. But by this time both backlines pistons were primed and started, what was going to be a real tug of war, with 
the game starting to resemble a game of forcems back. With all the lights hard work, we could only manage a minor 
while the Beach boys scruffy sun bleached hair witnessed them add 2.5. 

The third saw the trend continue, while it was easy to see how our boys were being beaten on the score board, what 
wasn’t so plain to see was the downward trend of the beach guppies scoring ability, 9 shots in the first, 7 shots in the 
second down to 5 shots in the third with the wind behind them and this was purely because of the sharp taloned 
horny Dog like work ethic every lights player spewed onto the Vast Hornsby Grass lands known as Rofe park. Just like 
the lurking Lions of the Serengeti grass lands, the lights were stalking their prey, knowing that with patience and hard 
work , they would finally get their dinner.  

Like the game of Thrones Blood Wedding, going into the last began a feast like the Lights won’t forget in a very long 
time. Not only did the scoring trend continue, but fortunes were reversed, The Diesel engine pumping full steam 
ahead, The Talons ripping and the horny dogs started to feast, Bailey, Jack and Luka chimed in for majors as the 
Lights back line utilised the link of the onballers and centre line to not only out shoot the gummy sharks 4 shots to 3 
but to win the last, showing that their never drop your head attitude can and does bare fruit. 

After what was known as an Everest type game, the boys came out better footballers than they went in. 

Special mention to Lucas that backed up and helped us out, Damo, Cam E, Ronan, Bailey, Pat, Willis, Luka, Ryan, 
Oscar, Cam M, Andrew who helped other teams that that needed and injection of U14/1 expertise.  

Great Club and team effort by all 

¼ by ¼:    Q1 1.0 v 4.5, Q2 0.1 v 2.5, Q3 0.1 v 3.2, Q4 3.1 v 2.1, FINAL 4.3-27 v 11.13-79. 

Goals:  Jack 2, Bailey 1, Luka, 1    Best: All round team effort 



 

   

 

Cam E 100 Games Jack K  

 

Report by:   Jeff Hardman, Coach. 

 


